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QUESTION 1

DRAG DROP 

You use the following statement to create a table. 

You have the following queries. 

You need to create an index to minimize the execution time of the queries. 

How should you complete the statement? To answer, drag the appropriate code elements to the correct locations. Each
code element may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or
scroll to view content. 

Select and Place: 
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Correct Answer: 

Box 1: LastName Redesign nonclustered indexes with a large index key size so that only columns used for searching
and lookups are key columns. Make all other columns that cover the query into nonkey columns. In this way, you will
have all columns needed to cover the query, but the index key itself is small and efficient. 

Box 2: FirstName 

Box 3: DepartmentID Non-key columns, called included columns, can be added to the leaf level of a nonclustered index
to improve query performance by covering the query. That is, all columns referenced in the query are included in the
index as either key or non-key columns. This allows the query optimizer to locate all the required information from an
index scan; the table or clustered index data is not accessed. 

Box 4: OfficeID 

 

QUESTION 2

You need to redesign the system to meet the scalability requirements of the application. 

Develop the solution by selecting and arranging the required code blocks in the correct order. You may not need all of
the code blocks. 

Select and Place: 
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Correct Answer: 
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Note: 

*
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 MEMORY_OPTIMIZED_DATA 

First create a memory-optimized data filegroup and add a container to the filegroup. 

Then create a memory-optimized table. 

*

 You must specify a value for the BUCKET_COUNT parameter when you create the memory- optimized table. In most
cases the bucket count should be between 

1 and 2 times the number of distinct values in the index key. 

*

 Example: 

-- create a durable (data will be persisted) memory-optimized table -- two of the columns are indexed 

CREATE TABLE dbo.ShoppingCart ( 

ShoppingCartId INT IDENTITY(1,1) PRIMARY KEY NONCLUSTERED, UserId INT NOT NULL INDEX ix_UserId
NONCLUSTERED HASH WITH 

(BUCKET_COUNT=1000000), 

CreatedDate DATETIME2 NOT NULL, 

TotalPrice MONEY 

) WITH (MEMORY_OPTIMIZED=ON) 

GO 

 

QUESTION 3

You have a Microsoft SQL Azure database. 

You have the following stored procedure: 
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You discover that the stored procedure periodically fails to update Person.Contact. 

You need to ensure that Person.Contact is always updated when UpdateContact executes. The solution must minimize
the amount of time required for the stored procedure to execute and the number of locks held. 

What should you do? 

A. Add the following line of code to line 12: WITH (UPDLOCK) 

B. Add the following line of code to line 05: SET TRANSACTION ISOLATION LEVEL SERIALIZABLE 

C. Add the following line of code to line 08: WITH (UPDLOCK) 

D. Add the following line of code to line 05: SET TRANSACTION ISOLATION LEVEL SNAPSHOT 

Correct Answer: C 

*

 Overall, you should use UPDLOCK when you read a value that you plan to update later in the same transaction to
prevent the value from changing. 

*

 UPDLOCK 

Specifies that update locks are to be taken and held until the transaction completes. UPDLOCK takes update locks for
read operations only at the row-level or page-level. If UPDLOCK is combined with TABLOCK, or a table-level lock is
taken 

for some other reason, an exclusive (X) lock will be taken instead. 

When UPDLOCK is specified, the READCOMMITTED and READCOMMITTEDLOCK isolation level hints are ignored.
For example, if the isolation level of the session is set to SERIALIZABLE and a query specifies (UPDLOCK, 

READCOMMITTED), the READCOMMITTED hint is ignored and the transaction is run using the SERIALIZABLE
isolation level. 

 

QUESTION 4

You administer an instance of SQL Server. 

You are tasked with tuning a common set of queries. You have the results of several test executions, along with query
plans. The schema and the data for all database object(s) used remain unchanged between executions. The QueryTime
column is defined as a computed column that uses the GETDATE() system function. The query plans and results are
shown below: 
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You need to make an initial diagnosis of the situation, based solely on this input 

Which two statements can you make about the performance characteristics of this query? Each correct answer presents
a complete solution. Choose two. 

A. The queries would perform better if the index named AccountNumber included the Name and QueryTime column. 

B. The queries would perform worse if the index named AccountNumber included the NameColumn. 

C. The queries would perform better if the index named AccountNumber included the Name column. 

D. The object Account is a table, with an index having a leading column of AccountNumber and a Clustered Index
named PKAccount. 

E. The object Account is an indexed view, with an index having a leading column of AccountNumber and a Clustered
Index named PKAccount. 

F. The object Account is a view, joining the Account-AccountNumber and Account.PKAccount objects together. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 5

You need to create a function that will use a SELECT statement in ProductsByProductType.sql. Which code segment
should you use to complete the function? 
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A. Option A 

B. Option B 

C. Option C 

D. Option D 

Correct Answer: B 

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms191320.aspx http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms186755.aspx 
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